THE UNITED VOICE FOR URBAN CONCERNS WITHIN NEA

LEADERSHIP
- Local Presidents Training - Partner with NEA Center for Organizing to train New and Experienced Local Presidents.
- NCUEA Training Cadre - Peer to Peer support for Local Presidents.
- NCUEA State Coordinators - Strengthen local leaders’ voices within states and advocate, communicate, and lead on NCUEA initiatives with states.

POLICY
Urban and Minority Issues Dialog (UMID)
UMID is a year-round vehicle for equity work and racial justice in education. This work is focused on both the particular challenges and opportunities related to both teaching in urban settings and settings with rich diversity of learners.

Teaching and Learning Coordinators (TLC)
TLCs support our efforts to improve teaching and learning and create the schools our students deserve. This involves leading the profession, supporting early career educators, moving toward fewer and better assessments, and organizing around time to learn.

ORGANIZING
Supporting and engaging on NEA organizing priorities:
- Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
- New Ed Campaign
- Racial Justice in Education

ADVOCACY
Bringing Local Leaders’ Voices to NEA Committees:
The NEA Budget, The Leadership Summit Design Team, GPS Fund Oversight, Professional Practice, Member Organizing.

Introducing and advocating for New Business Items on urban education issues at the NEA Representative Assembly.